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$\triangle(\mathcal{P})=:$ { $X\subseteq \mathcal{P}|X$ $(\mathcal{P},$ $\leq)$ }
, $(\mathcal{P}, \triangle(\mathcal{P}))$ . $\mathcal{P}$
. $(\mathcal{P}, \triangle(\mathcal{P}))$ $\triangle(\mathcal{P})$ .
, $|\triangle(\mathcal{P})|$ ,
$\mathcal{P},$ $\mathcal{Q}$ $f$ : $\mathcal{P}arrow \mathcal{Q}$ , $|f|$ : $|\Delta(\mathcal{P})|arrow|\triangle(\mathcal{Q})|$
. , 2 $f,$ $g$ : $\mathcal{P}arrow \mathcal{Q}$ , $x\in P$




2.1. $\mathcal{P}$ , $f$ : $\mathcal{P}arrow \mathcal{P}$ ,
$x\in \mathcal{P}$ $x\leq f(x)\geq x_{0}$ $x_{0}\in \mathcal{P}$ , $\mathcal{P}$
.
1670 2009 40-46 40
, (conically contractible)
. , $\mathcal{P}$ .
$\mathcal{P}_{\leq x}=:\{y\in \mathcal{P}|y\leq x\}$
$\mathcal{P}_{<x},$ $\mathcal{P}\geq x’ \mathcal{P}>x$ . ,
.
22. $\mathcal{P},$ $\mathcal{Q}$ . $f$ : $\mathcal{P}arrow \mathcal{Q}$ ,
$y\in \mathcal{Q}$ $f^{-1}(\mathcal{Q}_{\leq y})$ ( $f^{-1}(\mathcal{Q}_{\geq y})$ ) , $f$
.
Quillen , “Fibre Lemma’ ([8]).
Acyclic Carrier Theorem .
, .
23. $\mathcal{P}$ , $\mathcal{P}^{<}=:\{x\in \mathcal{P}|\mathcal{P}<x$ $\}$
. , $\mathcal{P}^{<}\subseteq \mathcal{Q}\subseteq \mathcal{P}$ $\mathcal{P}$ $\mathcal{Q}$ $\mathcal{P}$
. .
. $\mathcal{P}$ , $\mathcal{P}\backslash \mathcal{Q}$ ,
1 $x$ , $\mathcal{P}_{1}=\mathcal{P}\backslash \{x\}$ . $\iota$ : $\mathcal{P}_{1}arrow \mathcal{P}$
$\iota^{-1}(\mathcal{P}\leq v)=(\mathcal{P}_{1})\leq v$ . , (i) $y=x$ , (ii) $y\neq x$
. , (i) , $(\mathcal{P}_{1})\leq y=(\mathcal{P}_{1})\leq x=\mathcal{P}_{<x}$ . ,
$s\in \mathcal{P}_{<x}$ , $s\neq x$ $\mathcal{P}_{1}$ $s\in(\mathcal{P}_{1})\leq x$ .
, $(\mathcal{P}_{1})\leq x\supseteq \mathcal{P}<x$ . . , $x$ $x\not\in \mathcal{Q}$
. , $x\not\in \mathcal{P}<$ . , $\mathcal{P}_{<x}$ . (ii) $y\in \mathcal{P}_{1}$
, $(\mathcal{P}_{1})\leq y$ $y$ . , $(\mathcal{P}_{1})$ . (i), (ii)
, Fibre Lemma , $\iota$ : $\mathcal{P}_{1}arrow \mathcal{P}$ .
, $\mathcal{P}_{1}\backslash Q$ $x_{1}$ , $\mathcal{P}_{2}=\mathcal{P}_{1}\backslash \{x_{1}\}$ . ,







, . , Brown
, Quillen .
$G$ $p$ 1 ,
$S_{p}(G)=:$ { $G$ $p$ }
$\mathcal{A}_{p}(G)=:$ { $G$ $p$ }
Brown , Quillen .
, 1970 K.S.Brown “ ’
.
3.1. $S_{p}(G)$ , $p$ 1
.
, $S_{p}(G)$ $\mathcal{A}_{p}(G)$ .
3.2. Quillen Brown .
Quillen ([9]) , $\iota$ : $\mathcal{A}_{p}(G)arrow$
$S_{p}(G)$ , $S_{p}(G)$ $p$ $P$ $\iota^{-1}(S_{p}(G)\leq P)$





. $P\in S_{p}(G)$ $p$ ,
$\Phi(P)$ . , $f$ : $S_{p}(G)<Parrow S_{p}(G)<P;Q\mapsto Q\Phi(P)$
, well-defined . , $Q\subseteq Q\Phi(P)\supseteq\Phi(P)$ ,
2.1 $S_{p}(G)<P$ . , $\mathcal{A}_{p}(G)\supseteq S_{p}(G)<$ .
, $P\in S_{p}(G)$ $p$ . $p$
$P$ $Z_{p}$ , $S_{p}(G)<P=S_{p}(P)<P$
, $P$ . ,
Solomon-Tits , $S_{p}(G)<P$
. , .
, $\mathcal{A}_{p}(G)\subseteq S_{p}(G)<$ .
42
, 33 . $\langle$ , Quillen $\mathcal{A}_{p}(G)$ Brown
$S_{p}(G)$ , ‘ ’
. , .
34. , ?
, . , Bouc
.
$\mathcal{B}_{p}(G)=:\{P\in S_{p}(G)|P=O_{p}(N_{G}(P))\}$
, $O_{p}(N_{G}(P))$ $P$ $G$ $N_{G}(P)$ $p$
. p-radical , Bouc
. , $G$ $p$ $Sy1_{p}(G)$
, $S_{p}(G)$ , , $\mathcal{A}_{p}(G)$
. , $P$ $G$ $C_{G}(P)$ , p-centric
$C_{p}(G)=:\{P\in S_{p}(G)|C_{G}(P)$ $p$ $P$ $\}$
$B_{p}(G)$ Sawabe . $\mathcal{B}_{p}^{cen}(G)$ . ,
$\mathcal{B}_{p}^{cen}(G)=:\mathcal{B}_{p}(G)\cap C_{p}(G)$
. Sawabe $\mathcal{B}_{p}^{cen}(G)$ p-centric $C_{p}(G)$
, $B_{p}(G)$ . Sawabe [11]
.
3.5. $V$ $\mathcal{B}_{p}(G)\backslash \mathcal{B}_{p}^{cen}(G)$ , $p^{d}$





, $G$ . , 22
$[$ 14$]$ .
3.7. $\mathcal{P},$ $\mathcal{Q}$ $G$ . $G$ $f$ : $\mathcal{P}arrow \mathcal{Q}$
, $y\in \mathcal{Q}$ $f^{-1}(\mathcal{Q}_{\leq y})$ $($ $f^{-1}(\mathcal{Q}_{\geq y}))$ $G_{y}$




, Quillen . , Brown
Quillen $p$ , ,
, .
Quillen [9] .




4.2. Brown $S_{p}(G)$ ( Quillen $\mathcal{A}_{p}(G)$ )
? ?
.
4.3. $G$ , Quillen $\mathcal{A}_{p}(G)$
.
. $\mathcal{A}_{p}(G)$ $n$ $S^{n}$ ,
$\chi(\mathcal{A}_{p}(G))=1+(-1)^{n}$ . , ,
$\chi(\mathcal{A}_{p}(G))=1+kp^{m}$ ( $m\geq 1,$ $k$ ). , $kp^{m}=(-1)^{n}$
. .
, Quillen $\mathcal{A}_{p}(G)$ ?
1 2005 Francesco $[$3 $]$ .




4.5. $m,$ $n$ . , Quillen
$\mathcal{A}_{p}(G)$ $S^{m}$ $S^{n}$ . , Quillen
$\mathcal{A}_{p}(G)$ $S^{m}$ $S^{n}$
.
. $\mathcal{A}_{p}(G)$ $m$ $S^{m}$ $n$ $S^{n}$
. . , $\tilde{\chi}(\mathcal{A}_{p}(G))=\chi(\mathcal{A}_{p}(G))-1$
44
, $\tilde{\chi}(\mathcal{A}_{p}(G))=(-1)^{m}+(-1)^{n}$ . $m,$ $n$ ,
2 $-2$ . , $G$
2 . , Quillen $\mathcal{A}_{p}(G)$
$0$ , . $\square$
, .
4.6. $q$ . , Quillen $A_{p}(G)$ $n$ $q$
$S^{n}$ . , Quillen $\mathcal{A}_{p}(G)$
$q$
$S^{n}$ .
. , $G$ 5 $A_{5}$ ,
Quillen $\mathcal{A}_{p}(A_{5})$ $p=2,3,5$ ([4]).
Ksontini [5, 6] .
4.7. $n$ $S_{n}$ Quillen $\mathcal{A}_{p}(S_{n})$ , $p$
, , $3p+2\leq n<p^{2}$ $n\geq p^{2}+p$
. , $p=2$ , ,
$n=4$ $n\geq 7$ .
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